Microwave thawing equipment
Of course, we can provide different models with different power, just to meet your
requirements. These microwave thawing equipment are of high quality and low price.
If you are interested in our machines, please leave us a message.

25KW Microwave
thawing equipment

50kw Microwave
thawing equipment

75Kw Microwave
thawing equipment

100KW Microwave thawing
equipment

What are the advantages of microwave thawing equipment?
1. The microwave processing time is greatly shortened, which has the
characteristics of short time and fast speed.
2. Our microwave thawing machine can sterilize at a lower temperature,
maintaining the nutrient composition and traditional flavor of the material.
3. Of course, our company guarantees that microwave is directly used in food,
and there is no additional heat loss, which saves energy to the greatest extent.
4. Surface and interior are affected at the same time, so sterilization is
uniform and thorough.
5. The equipment is flexible and easy to control.
6. Whether it is microwave thawing equipment or other microwave dewatering
equipment, it is guaranteed that the equipment is simple and does not need boilers
or complex pipeline systems, as long as it has basic water and electricity
conditions.
7. Improve working conditions and save space.
8. Meat loss rate is low, after microwave thawing ，meat is easier for secondary
processing.
Product Specification:
Mode

New arrival

Certification

CE

Automatic
Grading

Automatically

Guarantee

1year

capacity

500 公斤/小时 500kg/hour

After-sales
Service

Installation,
Debugging and Training

Name

Microwave thawing
equipment

Country of
origin

China(Mailand)

Brand

LD

control system

PLC

Model

LD - 60KWV

Voltage

220V〜380V

capacity

600〜750kg/ h

Power

60KW

color

Silvery white

Size（L*W*H）

12860 * 1060 *1750mm

功能 Funtion

Sterilization and
thawing

weight

2T

After-sales
Service

Installation,
Debugging and Training

place of origin Jinan

Shandong China

Microwave thawing Frozen whole microwave thawing is to heat up the temperature by
freezing temperature (-19 ~ -22 C or less) rose to near freezing temperature (about
0 ~ -4 C). Microwave thawing frozen material overall device has warmed, warmed the
temperature gradient is small, that is a good temperature uniformity and need a short
time, and the rate of temperature rise is easy to control and so on. These features
make the Frozen thawed achieve better state. 1. Frozen overall heating energy back
to temperature, reducing the temperature between Frozen thawed layer inhomogeneity,
there is no recrystallization phenomenon Frozen appear as a conventional method to
thaw; 2, the thawing process time is short, easy to breed bacteria and other
microorganisms to grow. 3, microwave heating without thermal inertia. Frozen
material by microwave heating rate controlled output power, or microwave energy
supply rate, with a mutual synchronization. 4, the final temperature of the microwave
thawing generally choose -2─-4 C is appropriate, at this time no dripping Frozen,
but also with a knife cutting.
Why choose Industrial Microwave Equipment?
Industrial microwave Equipment is of good quality, easy to use and environmentally
friendly. Our after-sales service is thoughtful and considerate. It has been sold
all over the world for several years. Many faithful customers check it out for you
and order it safely. Consulting service is free before purchase, debugging and
installation are free for you when purchase. Questions will be answered in time after
purchase. When necessary, door-to-door maintenance and testing can be carried out.
The tradition of regular return visits has also been well received. If you want to
buy, please contact us in time.

